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■Board Responsibilities and Protections

■Corporate Governance Matters
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Board Responsibilities
and Protections

(A well-functioning Board is the first key to your
company’s – and your CEO’s – success!)
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Board Responsibilities

■The Board of Directors is responsible for
overseeing the business and affairs of its
company

− Approving fundamental operating, financial and
corporate plans, strategies and objectives

− Evaluating the performance of the company and its
management

− Fixing compensation of corporate officers

− Overseeing risk

− Evaluating the overall effectiveness of the Board
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Board Responsibilities (cont’d)

■ To provide your Board with the best framework to
carry out its responsibilities, you must first ensure
the directors understand their fiduciary duties
− Duty of care
 Directors must act on an informed basis, in good faith and with

the care that an ordinary prudent person in a like position
would exercise

− Duty of loyalty
 Directors should not use their corporate position to make a

personal profit or gain or for other personal advantage

− The legal system will judge your directors and your
company on the process that you took
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Duty of Care

■You can help your directors satisfy their duty of
care
− Agenda setting for meetings of the Board and

committees – involve more than just the CEO/lead
director

− Provide advance information to your Board on all
important agenda topics

− Ensure key topics are described well at the meeting
and actually deliberated by the directors

− Ensure that adequate time is spent covering
important issues
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Duty of Care (cont’d)

− Encourage your Board to hire independent experts,
advisors or consultants who report to them

− Ensure the expert’s work product and advice are
delivered directly to the Board or committee, ideally
in person at the meeting

− Ensure there is effective follow-up on open issues
and board requests – never leave open
unanswered questions or requests for information

− Make sure your Board and committees follow their
own charters and governance guidelines

− Meet in person – use consent actions sparingly
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Duty of Loyalty

■You can help your directors satisfy their duty of
loyalty

− Revisit and refine director independence criteria

− Understand conflicting obligations of directors
(other boards, full-time jobs, etc.)

− Ensure full disclosure and scrutiny of all conflict of
interest situations; approved by disinterested
directors after full financial analysis

− Actively enforce your corporate code of conduct

− Implement an effective whistle-blower process
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Business Judgment Rule

■Business Judgment Rule

− Qualifies the duty of care

− Protects disinterested directors from personal
liability to the company and its shareholders, even
if a corporate decision the director approved turns
out to be unwise or unsuccessful

− Standard of judicial review

 Court will generally not substitute its judgment for that of
a director, if the director acted in good faith, was
reasonably well informed, and rationally believed the
action taken was in the best interests of the company
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Indemnification and
Liability Shields

■Ensure you have state-of-the-art corporate
indemnification provisions

− Explore expanded bylaws or individual agreements

− You can enhance coverage, both substantively and
procedurally

− Wisconsin has very expansive statutory protections

■Ensure your director liability shields are in place

− If incorporated in WI, the mandatory shield is automatic

− If incorporated in DE, you must opt-in and also define
“good faith”
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D&O Liability Insurance

■Ensure your directors have more than adequate
D&O coverage
− Both dollar amount coverage and substantive coverage

(beware the exclusions)

− This requires expert advice!

− Explore supplemental Side A coverage – plus personal
umbrella policy coverage

− Explore whether coverage covers legal costs in
response to SEC investigations and internal
investigations

− Make sure the right officers are covered – especially
the General Counsel – not always the case!
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Document Your Board’s
Compliance with Duties

■ To assist your Board in carrying out its fiduciary
duties, document decision making and corporate
approval process carefully in Board minutes
− Must be more than a mark-up of last meeting’s

minutes
− Balance between no record of deliberations and

keeping transcripts
− Reflect substance and process of meeting
− Get draft minutes out quickly for review by all directors
− Consider how minutes will look when sending out

advance Board books
− How will your minutes look if exposed in the media or

court?
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Board Evaluations

■The Board is responsible for evaluating its
overall effectiveness
− Includes evaluation of how well the Board carries

out its functions and how well-prepared the
directors are to fulfill their obligations

− An effective evaluation process is very helpful to
enhance value-added governance

− Consider attorney-client privilege issues

− Consider engaging third party firm or outside
counsel to conduct evaluations to protect privilege
and maintain confidentiality of process
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Corporate Governance Matters

(Good governance is not always a proxy for
strong leadership – but it often is!)
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Insider Trading Policies

■Revisit and enhance your insider trading
prohibition policies
− Ensure your policies are well-understood and

communicated to all directors and officers – and
revisit the policies annually

− Insider stock sales almost always heighten Board
and corporate liability resulting from other bad
news or bad acts

− Insider stock sales can create ill-will or distrust
even at a private company – and 10b-5 always
applies!
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Management
Succession Planning

■Update your executive succession plan

− Use McDonald’s as your guide: two CEOs died in rapid
succession… would your Board be prepared?

− Involve full Board in multiple meetings – consider how
to vet internal and external candidates

 Consider “readiness” training for internal candidates

− Consider who may serve as interim CEO in a crisis

− In private/family-owned businesses, often a
complicated and sensitive topic

 Not only assignment of leadership and management powers
but also allocating the economic benefits of the business
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Executive Compensation

■ Key responsibility of your Board is to design and carry
out effective compensation programs for the executive
management team and CEO

■ Often requires expert consultant help to design and
benchmark appropriate compensation

■ Public companies should take extra care with executive
compensation decisions in light of Dodd-Frank
− Trend in litigation as a result of failed Say on Pay vote,

although number of cases have been decreasing

■ Private companies may also be faced with lawsuits
regarding excessive compensation of officers (or
directors), possibly as a misuse of corporate assets
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Oversight of Cybersecurity Risk

■Cybersecurity is the hottest topic around!

■Who is managing your company’s risk? The
Board’s fiduciary duties extend to this risk
oversight

■Evolving standard of care requires continued
diligence and attention to data security
safeguards and policies utilized

■At a minimum, the Board should oversee risk
management program tailored to the
company’s industry and risk-appetite
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Sustainability and
Social Responsibility

■Heightened investor and public awareness of
sustainability issues

■Public companies are subject to expanding
disclosure requirements

− Including conflict minerals, to be discussed shortly

■Global trends (EU) and retail initiatives play a
role in the enhanced scrutiny of these issues

■Trends include sustainability reports, investor
dissatisfaction, focus on disclosure, legal risks
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Exclusive Venue Bylaws:
Litigating on Home Turf
■ Companies increasingly adopting exclusive venue

bylaws to reduce the time and dollar costs of complex
lawsuits by restricting the number of forums in which
certain litigation may be brought
− Specifies certain courts as only venues for litigation -

usually in state of incorporation
− Note that not all litigation covered - typically only regarding

the internal affairs of corporations, including derivative
actions, stockholder class actions, and other disputes
asserting that directors and officers breached their
fiduciary duties

■ Challenged in court and upheld in Delaware; not yet
challenged in Wisconsin, although expectation is these
provisions will be upheld
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Shareholder/Market
Communications

■ Take into account and consider institutional
shareholder demands and requests
− Don’t ignore them

■ If a public company, make sure you are
Regulation FD compliant
− No selective disclosure of material non-public

information

− Understand the do’s and don’ts

■ If a private company, know what you are required
to communicate to investors (through articles,
bylaws, shareholder agreements, etc.)
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Relationship with Auditors

■Trend toward increasing involvement of the
Audit Committee of the Board in engaging and
paying the outside audit firm
− Historically, these had been seen as CFO or finance

department responsibilities

■As the SEC’s focus on restatements is
heightened through clawback rules and its
expressed enforcement interest, consider
process by which you manage your outside
audit firm engagement
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Conflict Minerals Compliance

■ SEC rules that require disclosure of use of gold, tungsten, tantalum
and tin originating in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (or
adjoining companies) in products manufactured by a company

■ No prohibition on the use of these conflict minerals – just a
disclosure regime

■ Rules have created much work for both public AND private
companies
− Public companies rely on the assistance of the companies in its supply

chain to provide the information necessary for disclosure

■ Litigation is pending with respect to the rules, although most of the
rules remain in place:
− Companies are not required to apply status labels to their products; and
− Companies are not required to obtain an independent private sector

audit of their conflict minerals report unless they voluntarily describe a
product as “DRC conflict free”
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Conflict Minerals Compliance
(cont’d)

■Why should you care?
− Public companies have liability for disclosures

− Private and public companies have reputational
risk for source of products – “name and shame”

− Customer risk … inability to provide required
certifications or information about product sourcing
may lead to loss of customers!

− For many, especially private companies, significant
business strategy may be involved with determining
how to respond to customers and the amount of
resources to expend on “cleaning up” supply chain
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Questions?

Steven R. Barth

Jessie Lochmann Allen


